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Practical SEO 

changes you can 

implement Today



Promotion

Paid Media Owned Media Earned Media Technical Media

Offline / Traditional

Online / Digital

Above the line 
(broadcast)

Below the line (personalised)

SEO in the Promotional Mix

We sit mostly in “Owned”, with some elements like earned links and citations 

in “Earned” and Technical SEO elements under Technical. 



SEO in Sales Funnel

• Earned links and citations

• Site speed and cross-device UX – help engagement

• Keyword-optimised content on 

service/category/product pages gaining organic 

traffic

• External content / listings with links generating “link 

juice” (to help rankings) and referral traffic

• Site speed and cross-device UX – a ranking factor

• Full contact details FAQ content adds value to users 

and signals authority to Google, mitigating core 

algorithm updates



…but there are some basic, essential SEO tasks that need attention first

New tech should be considered…



Page Load Speed



Speed: It’s a Ranking Factor



Speed: It’s crucial to User Experience

“Sites that load in five seconds (compared to those that 

load in 19) see 70% longer average sessions”

“79% of web shoppers who have trouble with web site 

performance say they won’t return to the site to buy 

again”

Source: https://unbounce.com/page-speed-report/

https://unbounce.com/page-speed-report/


Speed Testing: Page Speed Insights

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights


Speed Testing: Chrome Audit Tool 



Speed Testing: Analytics Page Timings Report



Speed: Optimise images (quick fix)

1. Optimise images for max quality vs 

min file size (manually or by CMS 

plugins)

2. Don’t set image dimensions larger 

than the device they show up on

3. Consider serving two/three different 

image versions to serve 

mobile/tablet/desktop devices

4. Consider using next gen image 

formats such as WebP / JPEG XR, 

designed to compress better



Speed: Optimise JavaScript and CSS (quick fix)

1. Minify JavaScript and CSS files

2. Reduce the amount of inline 

JavaScript and CSS too – keep 

what's absolutely necessary

3. Also consider that having some 

inline JavaScript and CSS for key 

visual features may be beneficial as 

it takes less time to fetch inline code 

vs code from external files

CSS

CSS
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JS
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Leverage Browser Caching (quick fix)
1. When you visit a site, the images, CSS, JavaScript files will download and store on your 

computer for a longer period

2. This way, when you navigate through the site the main resources will load quickly 

because you still have them stored locally 



Speed: Loading Content Resources (req. work)

1. Prioritise loading visible content 

above-the-fold

2. Consider progressive 

enhancement: the core content 

loads first, then more technical 

and nuanced layers are added 

later, according to the user’s 

internet and browser capabilities

3. Consider lazy loading: loading 

content as you scroll down a 

page, rather than loading it all 

at once

Still loading…



Speed: Use HTTP/2 Protocol (req. work)
• HTTP/2 is a relatively new ‘protocol’ that basically lets you request multiple 

external resources with a single connection

• Compared to HTTP, where you need to make multiple connections to get 

multiple resources

• If moving from HTTP to HTTPS implement 

HTTP/2 at the same time



Speed: DNS Pre-Fetching / Rendering (req. work)

Link pre-fetching:

• You list resources like CSS, JavaScript, images, that the user may navigate to 

next and these download in the background

• These then load instantly when you request them

DNS pre-fetching:

• External assets (videos, images etc on a separate domain)

• A ‘DNS look-up’ happens in the background while you are on the page, rather 

then when you request the asset, making the asset load quicker

Pre-rendering: 

• You render a page that you may navigate to next (in the background)

• When you then request that page it loads quickly, because its already 

rendered



Speed: Prioritised your solutions
• Prioritise working on the elements you control and can change quickly, re-test 

your speed, then move onto the more difficult solutions



Fix Low Performing Keywords



Identifying low-performing keywords
1. Amongst the target keyword groups you are tracking there will be some 

hidden and low-performing that you are not tracking or aware of

2. We can identify low performing keywords that have value and try to improve 

their performance

3. By “low performing” I mean:

• Low CTR

• Low rankings



Keyword tracking tools (Google Search Console)



Keyword tracking tools (SEO Monitor)



Keyword tracking tools (SEM Rush)



Grab data and pick keywords

1. Export Google Search Console “Performance” report (6-12 month date range)

2. In Excel, sort by high ranking, low CTR keywords

3. Pick a few based on: on page one, have low CTR, high relevancy, then pull search 

volumes and any other performance data from a keyword tracking tool



Match Search Console and keyword tool data

1. Use a v-lookup in Excel to match keyword data from Search Console and data from a keyword tracking 
tool 
• You can also use Google Data Studio’s ‘data blending’ feature for this

2. Pick keywords with low CTR, low rankings, high search volume and relevancy, and add to your list



Why the low CTR? Poor SERP optimisation
• If a CMS automatically pulls text 

into title/meta tags, it might not 

read well or be relevant

• If you don’t add any text into 

title/meta tags, Google will fill in 

the blanks, and this might not 

read well either!

• You need to manually edit these 

tags with relevant, engaging text

• Add SERP features too (i.e. 

reviews stars)



Improve the low CTR
1. Title: Buy Cat Jumpers Online | 1-Day Delivery | SuperCat

2. Meta Description: Wide range of cat jumpers with Next-Day Delivery as 

standard. Avengers, Transformers, Dinosaurs, Dog costumes for cats. PROMO: 

25% off discount code “CATPERSON”.

3. Add product or company reviews schema with aggregate review stars to 

attract more clicks

4. Do this to enough pages and you could double your traffic and conversions

Keyword Topic 
Search Vol.

CTR % Traffic
Site Conv. Rate 

%
Conversions

Before: 5,000 0.9% 45 2% 1

After: 5,000 1.5% 75 2% 2



Why the low CTR? Mobile…
• Think about how many mobile 

visitors you have and how they 

see your listings in Google

• Long titles and descriptions could 

get cut off

• To optimise for mobile and 

desktop:

Title tags: keep to below 60 chars

Description tags: list most 
important info within first 120 

chars, don’t go above 159 chars



Improve Your Rankings: On-page SEO

1. Start by looking for keyword rankings beyond page one

2. Prioritise keywords with high search volumes, and if available, low ‘difficulty scores’



Improve Your Rankings: On-page SEO
1. Title tag and H1 tag:

• Direct ranking factors

• Should match closely

• Should mention the topic or 

keyword of discussion

• Should be succinct and engaging 

for CTR

2. Meta description:

• Indirect ranking factor

• Direct engagement factor

• Include the keywords so Google 

highlights them in the SERPs

• Make it engaging, informative, offer 

a call to action



Improve Your Rankings: On-page SEO
3. Body content:

• Should include topic or 

keyword discussed

• Mention in the first 

paragraph and within 

following paragraphs 

where topic naturally calls 

for a keyword mention



Improve Your Rankings: On-page SEO
• Our keyword “international SEO 

agency” was on position 15

• After changing the title tag, H1 tag and 

body content, it moved to position 

6…on the same day!



Use Data Studio for Keyword Research 
• Why not use Google Data Studio for 

this process, and monitor the 

progress

• Pull in data from Search Console, 

Analytics, keyword tracking tool

• Clearly see new keyword 

opportunities and monitor tracked 

keyword performance



Internal linking 

(to help link building and indexation)



Link building is hard!

Quality of links pointing to a site Backlink distribution (E.g. Argos)

Average site Argos



Internal linking (to help link building)
• Link building is hard. Your content and outreach needs to be ON POINT 

to make it work….

• Even then, people may not link to the page you want them to, most 

people link to a homepage

• You need links to the pages you need to rank (i.e. services/categories 

and content pieces)

• But really, you need “link juice” going to the pages you want to rank 



Pass link juice to key landing pages

• Navigation links are fine for UX, but Google needs contextual links in order to 

figure out which topics relate to which pages



Pass link juice to key landing pages

• We’re talking about contextual links, placed manually within text and rich media

• Google can then figure out what people, places and things related to each other, and 

pass on link juice accordingly



Pass link juice to key landing pages
Homepage contextual links example (Argos)

Service page contextual links example (Anicca)



Pass link juice to key landing pages - recap
1. Earning links to the pages you need to rank is difficult

2. Internal linking (within related text) helps funnel link juice from top-level 

pages (like a homepage) to the landing pages you need to rank

3. This way of linking also helps Google crawl and index all of your key 

pages more often

4. You also help build a sematic map of your website’s topics and how 
they relate to each other, so Google can better serve these in 

sematic search



Check your internal links (Screaming Frog)
• Use Screaming Frog to check internal links structure: crawl your site then use the 

“inlinks” tab at the bottom

• You can also check for broken links by going to the “response code” tab at the 

top and looking for “404” errors



Extra things I didn’t talk about…



Competitor Keyword Research



Track Competitor Keywords (SEO Monitor)

• We use SEO Monitor to track competitor keyword rankings



Mine Competitor Keywords (SEO Monitor)
I am looking for:

1. Keywords ranking above mine / 

new keywords

2. With a decent search volume

3. (Optional) with various SERP 
features / a specific SERP 

feature (related questions, 

featured snippet)

I want to see which keywords I can rank for and how I can take up as much SERP 

real-estate as possible.



Mine Competitor Keywords (SEO Monitor)

1. I can click on a 

competitor, see a list of 

keywords and sort by 

metrics

2. I can track these for my 

site and reverse-engineer 

pages to rank for them



Mine Competitor Keywords (Ahrefs)

1. Enter a domain / page 

URL

2. Export, sort by ranking 

position, search volume

3. Add to a tracking group 

in your keyword 

tracking tool



Mine Competitor Keywords (Manually)

1. Search for a topic/top-level keywords for your industry 

and click on competitors

2. Read their title tags, meta descriptions, headings, 

body content, view any rich media

3. List the keywords and note their optimisation 

techniques, then do it better



Use Google Data Studio: 

Combine / Blend SEO Data



Data Studio: Keyword Research 



Data Studio: Keyword Research (download)
• You can download 

and edit, or create SEO 

reports from scratch  

• With Data Studio you 

can combine and 

blend, analyse and 

export data

• We are starting to use 

this for keyword 

research  

https://www.jeffalytics.com

https://www.jeffalytics.com/


Data Studio: SEO Reporting



Broken Backlinks



Find Broken Links to Your Site
1. If your domain is over 10 years old / if it attracts a lot of links, chances 

are that some links point to 404 pages or old resources

2. You could just check your site for internal 404 errors and redirect / re-

create resources, but: 
a) This doesn’t ensure you will catch every historic page that was linked-to, 

as you might not have a record of the old page anymore

b) Its better to change the target location of the backlink rather than rely on 

on-site redirects, as you arguably loose a wee bit of link juice during 

redirects

3. Checking broken links to your site should be a regular task, do it at least 

every month/quarter – depending on how large / active the marketing 

is



Find Broken Links to Your Site

1. Run your site through Ahrefs and export your backlink profile 

2. Run the “Link-to URLs” through Screaming Frog to get the status codes of the destination 
pages, then add them to your main sheet



Fix Broken Links to Your Site

3. Go through these broken pages and either re-instate them or re-create newer/better 

versions and try to point the original links to them (or redirect to them)



Mobile First



Mobile First – Ranking Factor

1. Google now looks at the mobile browsing experience of you site first then 

ranks both mobile and desktop versions based on this

2. If your mobile SEO / UX optimisation isn’t up to scratch the SEO visibility of your 

site overall will be affected

3. Cross-device usability is also very key in generating SEO visibility, engagement 

and conversions



Mobile First: Behaviour in Google Analytics

• Get to know how mobile and desktop users are using the site

• Session, user, engagement and conversion behaviour and opportunities



Mobile vs Desktop Visibility

• Check your mobile and desktop keyword visibility scores

• If you see mobile lower than desktop, investigate why



Mobile Usability and SEO
• Check how the device looks on 

desktop and mobile versions

• Look for how content loads on the 

mobile version vs desktop (above 

the fold, speed, layout)

• A truly responsive website should 

provide the user with the same 

experience on both desktop and 

mobile devices



Mobile Usability and SEO
• Check for specific mobile usability issues 

in Google Search Console



Acronyms I didn’t explain in the 

talk, sorry!



Acronyms

CMS
Content Management System. i.e. where you can upload blog posts and edit service pages on your website. like 
WordPress

CSS
Cascading Style Sheet - the file or bit of code that tells browsers how to format, position, colour your text or 
other on-page elements

HTML
The main coding language that forms a website. HTML elements can be styles by CSS and controlled by 
JavaScript.

HTTP

Stands for "Hypertext Transfer Protocol." HTTP is used to transfer data over the web. When you access a 
website, your browser sends a request to the corresponding web server and it responds with an HTTP status 
code. If the URL is valid and the connection is granted, the server will send your browser the webpage and 
related files.

HTTP/2

This is a newish protocol for transporting data that will drastically speed up the web and can help your SEO. The 
‘old’ HTTP1.1 protocol only allows web servers to send files down a single line one at a time, and that line has to 
open and close after each file has been sent – a process that can take ages. HTTP/2 offers a dramatic speed 
boost as the line can be kept open and a lot of stuff can be sent at once.

JavaScript
The code that controls how CSS, HTML, images and other media behave. I.e. you can use JavaScript to move an 
image, control a pop-up or even create a game using JavaScript

Ranking factor Google will rank your website higher if you have the element discussed in place/optimised

SERP Search engine results page



Thank You
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